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Abstract
Funrise is a Social NFT Marketplace that enables the NFT and DeFi markets 
accessibility to everyone by offering an intuitive social media content 
platform for tokenization and monetization, an easy fiat gateway for deposits 
and withdrawals, a low-entry barrier and a friendly user interface 
complemented by high yield staking features.

Funrise aims to deliver a platform for non-crypto audiences of social 
networks – 5 billion people internationally who create, upload, follow, and 
share digital content globally, on a daily basis. 

Our mission is to turn passive social media followers into active "Social NFT 
Traders"  – we strive to democratize the inherently sophisticated NFT and 
DeFi technologies and provide non-crypto individuals with easy access to 
the benefits these prolific instruments offer.

This document contains answers to questions about brand positioning, 
tokenomics, product development, underlying technology, future goals, our 
current market advantage and devoted team members. 

Our Vision
We aim to create the easiest onboarding process into NFT creation and 
trading to date, giving users with zero blockchain knowledge a real chance 
of earning profits from social media content, while we secretly leverage the 
power of NFTs, Crypto and Blockchain tech - behind our super user friendly 
interface.

We are building a one of a kind NFT based social network for the new 
generations - We use cutting edge technologies and innovation in order to 
forever change the relationship between content makers and their followers 
/ fans. Using Funrise, content creators and followers can interact directly with 
no intermediaries - this allows both parties greater freedom, control and true 
ownership of their content. By allowing creators to securely and simply 
prove ownership and authenticity, fans gain the opportunity to have 
complete confidence in the digital artwork's authenticity and directly 
support their favorite creators.
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Mission
Skillfully utilizing disruptive new ideas, we now have a clear roadmap and a 
bold statement for our bright future - We want to turn passive social media 
followers into active "Social NFT Traders". Our target audience are all social 
media users, experienced NFT creators & collectors and influencer economy 
businesses. We strive to help users understand that by default they should 
always be the true owners \ creators of their own content, and gain 
significantly from it. By utilizing Funrise NFT mechanics to ensure a smooth 
and ultra secure infrastructure built with our user's ultimate prolific success 
in mind.

Funrise is here to deliver the one stop shop for non-crypto audiences from a 
variety of social networks - 5 billion individuals who enjoy digital content 
services globally. We are here to disrupt both social media and NFT markets, 
by greatly improving the current mechanics and onboarding process 
commonly used in the industry.

In the long run our mission is comprehensive mass adoption – we have 
successfully democratized the sophisticated NFT, Blockchain and DeFi 
technologies and rearranged them to provide non-crypto users with easy 
access to the immensely prolific benefits these instruments can offer.
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1. Market Overview
NFTs are an emerging segment in the global digital market: this 
technology is used by gamers, crypto users, and professional digital 
art collectors, as well as by content creators, bloggers and brands.

You can think of the NFT as a "digital certificate of authenticity" of a 
work that can not be counterfeited. This "certificate" always contains 
the author, or rather the address of his crypto wallet. The crypto wallet 
address is displayed in the public profile of the Funrise user and is 
visible to everyone. By verifying this address with the metadata 
specified in the NFT, anyone can verify the authorship and 
authenticity of this NFT.

Once you create (or mint) an NFT, you digitally “sign” the transaction, 
essentially autographing your Instagram post or other digital content 
(similar to how an artist might sign a canvas to prove the artwork’s 
authenticity). Hence, if someone wants to purchase your Instagram 
post, they want to buy the NFT with your autograph on the digital file 
as proof that it is the original copy.

NFTs gave a second life to the digital content by mapping this content 
onto blockchains to form unique digital collectibles of asset nature, in 
turn solving a few major problems of artists historically and in 
particular the digital content space:

● Immutable Tracking Ownership: forever see who created the 
NFT, who owned it, where it came from, etc. 

● Removed Costly Middlemen: the blockchain allows for direct 
interaction between an NFT creator and buyer, in other words - 
content creators and their fans. Both sides win big.

At the same time, it opened up new opportunities for digital content 
monetization by offering creators to transform their art, videos, music, 
and more into NFTs and sell them to other people, thus forming a 
new highly lucrative market.
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NFT Market Participants
The NFT market includes three main audience segments: creators, 
collectors and traders. 

● Creators are defined as authors of NFTs- people who offer their 
ownership rights for a specific asset to be purchased. 

● Collectors are either long-term investors who diversify their 
portfolios by using different asset types to protect their capital 
from inflation and volatility or specific creator fans who support 
the author and get a valuable asset in return.

● Traders are short-term investors- people who extract profits 
from reselling digital assets.

A strong indicator of NFT interest is the number of new active wallets 
over a specific timespan and the percent of those wallets that 
remained active in the following weeks or months – 60,000 new 
wallets interacted with NFTs during the peak hype phase from March 
through April and 25% of those wallets interacted with NFTs over the 
next 5 weeks, indicating that a significant number of new users who 
were attracted to NFTs have remained active. 

Image 1: Weekly NFT Active Market Wallets. (Source: theblockcrypto.com)
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The NFT market is also characterized by primary and secondary 
markets.

● The primary market consists of the initial sales of NFTs from the 
creator to the buyer, i.e. a creator sells NFT to a collector or a 
trader

● The secondary market consists of peer-to-peer trading of NFTs, 
i.e. a collector or a trader sells NFTs to other collectors or traders. 

For both NFT art and collectibles, the secondary market has a 
lower or comparable number of unit sales, but at a higher 
USD-volume traded, establishing apparent appreciation in the 
market so far. This means that NFTs have risen in value on 
average, following the initial sale. This may reflect momentum 
or perhaps the inherent scarcity of unique supply. Moreover, a 
larger share of NFT buyers and collectors have been holding 
onto the NFT after purchasing it, instead of immediately actively 
trading their tokens.

Image 2: Weekly NFT Active Market Wallets. (Source: theblockcrypto.com)
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Image 3: Primary vs. Secondary Weekly NFT Sales. (Source: theblockcrypto.com)

NFT Marketplaces
Investors can currently transact with NFTs via dedicated online 
platforms or auction houses. OpenSea, Rarible, and SuperRare are the 
three largest online marketplaces for NFT items and they only accept 
Ether as the method of payment. Auction houses like Christie’s and 
Sotheby’s also host auctions for the high net-worth collectors and 
top-tier luxurious NFT items and are responsible for some of the most 
lucrative NFT transactions to date. 

The majority of NFT transactions currently are for collectible items and 
digital artworks - these two categories account for more than 90% of 
the entire market. 
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Average Price of an NFT sale by Category. (Source: theblockcrypto.com)
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● January 2022 presented yet another record breaking month for 
the NFT market, for the first time ever the total trading volume 
of NFTs across all major platforms has surpassed the 5.5 Billion 
dollar mark, the indicator increased by 157% compared to 
December 2021. 

● Without any doubt this whole market segment is still taking its 
first steps, even though trading volume has reached billions of 
dollars a few months ago, current future predictions remain 
extremely positive. Prime time media exposure is on the rise 
and so are celebrities and general public adoption, one could 
safely say this is the golden era of the NFT industry. Capital flow 
into the industry is tremendous, and there is plenty of wealth to 
share among the many new players in the digital content 
trading realm.

Market Potential
Funrise foresees massive potential in allowing users to easily sell their 
content from social media as NFTs. The audience of modern NFT 
markets and social media is vastly overlapping, giving an opportunity 
for all creators, bloggers, and fans to start earning income on any type 
of digital content in a transparent, intuitive and easy-to-track manner. 

Image 4: Number of people using social media platforms. (Source: Statista)
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Hence, we came up with our unique business approach - to create a 
niche for tokenizing digital content seamlessly from users' social 
media channels in the form of NFTs to then sell and trade freely. 
Only when our user earns his wealth, so do we. It is truly a win - win 
tokenization. 

A genuinely positive sign that verifies this need is the fact that TikTok 
Best Moments and FacebookNFT have already started working in the 
direction of digital content tokenization, but they are not our direct 
competitors for several reasons:

● These platforms offer digital content trading on their 
proprietary platforms solely whereas Funrise builds an 
aggregator for all social media platforms' content combined.

● They are extremely large companies which inherently results in 
development and implementation taking much more time 
(remember Facebook’s Diem, ex. Libra cryptocurrency). Funrise, 
being a designated social NFT startup requires much less time 
for implementation, go-to-market actions and software 
updates. 

Funrise VS the others 

Image 4: Number of people using social media platforms. (Source: Statista)
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Market Issues
Trading digital content is a novel concept, and it is fraught with 
several crucial issues that directly affect and delay mass adoption.

● The current NFT market is hardly accessible. The market is 
narrowly segmented and many of the platforms offered are 
designed for crypto enthusiasts with prior blockchain 
knowledge. The environment is not yet designed to work 
seamlessly with fiat currencies or with average non-crypto savvy 
users, e.g. bloggers and their followers. Most individuals would 
highly benefit from using these prolific tools but alas, end up 
abandoning their attempts due to misunderstanding the 
overwhelming technical lingo or lack of an easy onboarding 
experience. 

● Content Diversity. Few platforms allow for tokenizing of written 
content and posts, as most are designed for assets in a specific 
niche - games, music, graphic works etc, which are definitely 
not the only types of content you can create an NFT from.

● Crypto-centered Interoperability. Modern NFT marketplaces do 
not support content sharing or uploading from popular social 
networks or media platforms, which naturally makes the 
process of creating NFTs a real hassle for non-crypto audiences.

● Fake Creators. Not all NFT platforms can ensure that the 
individual selling this specific content is the original creator. 
When using Funrise, you can stay confident that all creators are 
genuine.

● Carbon Footprint Reduction. The NFT minting process usually 
generates a significant carbon footprint emission (as does most 
cryptocurrency mining). Some cryptocurrencies use less energy 
than others, that is why we chose the powerful Polygon 
Blockchain network to conduct our business.
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Social NFT Marketplaces niche 
Our unique market niche has gained a few bold competitors, all of 
them offer NFT creation and trading on site. We focused on those 
mainly involved in minting their users' social network content directly.

Some platforms focus mainly on attracting high-profile influencers as 
their brand ambassadors, others on offering cheaper services or more 
efficient minting for the different social media outlets. Each brand 
stands out highlighting one or two strong features and more often 
than not other features are disregarded or forgotten.

Almost all of them require their users to begin with connecting an 
existing crypto wallet in order to use their services. None of them are 
here to truly inspire a new generation of NFT users, none proudly 
claim they are here to empower the industry as a whole.
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2. Introducing Funrise
Welcome to Funrise - an authentic Social NFT Marketplace, where 
users can easily buy, sell, collect and trade digital content directly 
from social networks. We use cutting-edge technologies such as 
Blockchain & NFT to change the relationship between content makers 
and their followers. 

Using Funrise, content creators and followers will interact directly 
without any third party intermediaries - This allows all parties involved 
greater control, freedom, legitimate and indefinite ownership of their 
content.

About our platform
Funrise offers users the easiest onboarding process into NFT creation 
and trading, giving users with zero blockchain knowledge a real 
chance in earning crypto profits from their already existing social 
content. Our team is endlessly improving our mechanics and 
interface in order to guarantee a hassle free experience to everyone, 
especially newcomers without any NFT or crypto knowledge and 
experience. 

We intend to swiftly onboard the users into the decentralized NFT 
realm - while helping users understand that by default they should 
always be the true owners of their published content, and also gain 
significantly from creating it, all while greatly empowering the users 
and their devoted fans. The original creator himself chooses the 
commission percentage (royalties) he or she will gain from all future 
resales of their creation for ever - thus sorting the massive copyright, 
costly middlemen and royalty payment issues artists from around the 
globe have been suffering from for decades.

Funrise takes the social content economy to the next level, in which 
creators, collectors, b2b business entities and dedicated fans can gain 
wealth. Fans can show their support by purchasing content directly 
from their favorite artists, creators can achieve virtually unlimited 
financial gains on their already existing or new content, while 
organically growing their number of followers in the process. 
Collectors and crypto businesses can easily join and gain exposure to 
new unique markets and creators, later trading these assets - paying 
low fees and generating massive resale profit.
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How it works 
Join our platform in 4 simple steps: 

1. Sign up for Funrise: We create your wallet automatically upon 
registration 

2. Synchronize your social networks: TikTok, Instagram

3. Choose the posts you want to sell as NFTs, and define the price 
and other parameters - visit our site and check out the 
Funbook, filled with useful ‘’packaging’’ ideas

4. Tell your followers about your NFT: And make money selling 
your content

What sets us apart from the competition is our guarantee to you - 
Quickly turn your posts into NFTs completely free of charge. Yes that's 
right, minting an NFT on Funrise is 100% free - you won’t pay a single 
dime until you have successfully sold your content. 

For whom: Funrise target audience

Audience Problem Funrise 

Content makers (bloggers, 
celebrities, producers, etc.) – 
Individuals engaged in the 
production of content who wish 
to sell, monetize and use this 
content for personal fundraising 
purposes

Social platforms own you, 
meaning nowadays you have no 
true ownership of your content 
and inevitably pay extremely high 
fees as a result

Using Funrise, you can sell 
existing or new content directly 
from your social networks + 
fundraising + self-promotion + 
teasing and audience engaging 
tools.

We inspire bloggers to create 
more valuable content, while 
helping them understand the 
underlying truth that they could 
(and should!) be earning much 
more from it.

Business & Agencies Constantly looking for new 
mechanics to attract a new 
audience and clientele

On Funrise, brands are inclined to 
use our variety of product 
mechanics as part of their 
marketing campaigns.

Followers & Fans (non-crypto 
users)

The only thing followers can 
currently do is click like, write 
comments or share posts.

With Funrise, users will get much 
more - access to creators' 
popularity tokens and content, 
that's the key value proposition 
we want to bring to life. By using 
our NFT trading platform, 
non-crypto users get an 
opportunity to collect, trade and 
earn from what they naturally 
love and understand the most - 
published content and posts 
from their favorite creators.
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Product Features
We have created the Funrise interface and services so that our users 
are not required to have any prior skillset at hand: no special 
knowledge, no long-term experience or crypto expertise, no formal art 
education - And still gain the most out of using our intuitive platform. 

Our team of dedicated developers have skillfully designed Funrise 
interface to “conceal” all the  highly complex technologies involved in 
minting NFTs directly on a decentralized blockchain, our platform is 
crafted in such a way so that users will most positively enjoy a 
seamless and easy-going experience when taking their first steps into 
this usually frustrating process.

Hype Index: Better Ratings

The Hype Index is a recommended price for posts that is determined 
based on the number of blogger subscribers, the dynamics of 
changes in the media popularity of a post and the cost of selling posts 
by this user - presented as overall platform sales statistics. Formulas 
are being developed and fine tuned and will be adjusted when real 
data becomes available.

Funrise helps best performing creators to get rated and ranked by 
fans, which will instantly help them promote themselves, and also 
assist traders choose the best asset to trade.

Funrise removes the potential roadblocks to the development and 
marketing of celebrities and bloggers of all sizes. To sell your material, 
you don't need anything other than your authentic content.

Virtual Auctions

Virtual Auctions is one of the outstanding features on Funrise, 
allowing users to buy content from a blogger or celebrity, which is not 
on sale as an NFT yet. One can create a virtual auction for this content 
and place their first bid, then Funrise reaches out to said celebrity, 
offering to tokenize their content and sell it to the bidder. In this 
manner, virtual auctions are a one of a kind opportunity to obtain 
worthy content that wasn’t available for purchase before. 

Creation and participation in virtual auctions are available to users of a 
certain level, which is determined by the degree of their activity in the 
system and the ownership of $FNR tokens.
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Fame Cards

Funrise introduces novel activities for creators in order to engage 
directly with their audience. The value of a Fun Card depends on the 
number of subscribers the blogger has - in other words, on his 
popularity. For example, 1000 subscribers - bronze card, 10 thousand - 
silver, 100 thousand - gold, etc. 

Users can purchase such a card paying only in $FNR.

Such a card becomes a prized possession from your favorite blogger.

Card characteristics:

● The opportunity to participate in a bloggers initiated activities

● Change the design of cards for $FNR

● Play games on Funrise (coming soon)

Investment Cards and Creator Economy

Each Investment Card represents 1% of a Creator's “shares”, with a 
total of 100 Investment Cards representing 100% of this individual 
influencer's economy. Users can buy these cards for $FNR to get 
revenue-shares; the influencer can sell his shares as a fundraising 
campaign.
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Funrise main advantages 
1. Monetize your social media content

● Sell existing or new content directly from your social 
networks seamlessly.

2. Raise funds leveraging your audience

● Create fundraising campaigns and quickly generate 
capital for your future projects.

3. Free NFT Minting

● Start very simply by selling your content with zero 
expenses!

4. Significantly improve your Creator Economy

● Allow Funrise technology to magically turn your social 
persona into a trade worthy tokenized investment asset.

● Capitalize directly from leveraging your existing 
community.

● Easily track your success metrics and other stats.

5. Enjoy the simplicity

● Create NFTs without any coding knowledge needed.

● Easy and intuitive, Blockchain-newbie friendly interface.

6. Professional business accounts for agencies

● Manage multiple creator profiles directly.

● Personal business admin panel includes all the stats you 
need.

● Manage all of your funds in one place
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3. Tokenomics
Funrise Token
Funrise introduces the $FNR token that provides users with multiple 
benefits and serves as a native utility token on the platform.

$FNR Token
FNR token contract is based on OpenZeppelin ERC20 contract with 
additional support for polygon bridge and upgradable using 
OpenZeppelin ERC1967 Proxy.

Ownership and authorization of upgrades is handled by the Funrise 
board multisig wallet.

$FNR Token Utility
Platform-based Payment Method

● Pay anyone, anywhere seamlessly

● Buy NFTs on Funrise

● Reduced fees for most on site operations

Benefits of Holding / Staking $FNR

● Gain access to exclusive features (Virtual Auctions * etc)

● Be eligible for Airdrops

● Get invited to new Promotions and Collaborations

● Improved platform exposure for all your NFTs

● Gain improved NFT royalties on all future sales

● Branded NFT staking: Win unique celebrity or Funrise NFTs 
through staking.
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Community

● Funrise DAO & Governance

● Participation in Gamified Activities *

DeFi

● Earn passive income from Staking and Yield Farming

● Earn passive income from Investment Cards * (Creator 
Economy)

$FNR Token Economics
The tokenomics can be neatly presented as follows:

● Token ticker – $FNR

● Total token supply – 100 000 000

● Initial circulation – 11 250 000

● List price – 0.25 US$

● Initial market cap at list price – 2 250 000 US$

● Fully diluted cap at list price – 25 000 000 US$

Allocation Token amount Total supply share

Team and Advisors 12 000 000 12%

Foundation 30 000 000 30%

Community 20 000 000 20%

Private Sale 8 000 000 8%

Public sale 30 000 000 30%
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$FNR Vesting 
Detailed below is our native coin $FNR vesting release schedule:

Public sale

30%

Team 
and Advisors

12%

Foundation

30%

Community

20%

Private Sale

8%

Allocation Vesting Details

Team and advisors 1.5-year cliff, then daily vesting over 270 days

Foundation 20% at launch, monthly 10% for 8 months

Community 25% at launch, then daily unlock over 180 days

Private Sale ● Private Sale Round 1 (Angels) — 6-month cliff, then daily vesting over 365 
days

● Private Sale Round 2 (VC) — 6-month cliff, then daily vesting over 365 days

Public sale ● Public Presale — 5% at launch, 9-month cliff, then daily vesting over 90 days
● Public Round 1 — 5% immediately, 3-month cliff, then daily vesting over 180 

days
● Public Round 2 — 5% immediately, then daily vesting over 180 days
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$FNR Private Sale
Funrise has closed a first Private Sale Round (Angels) of 4 300 000 
$FNR at a price of $0.1 raising $430 000.

3 700 000 $FNR at a price of $0.15 is allocated for the second Private 
Sale Round (VC).

Total Tokens amount  —  8 000 000

Supply share  —  8,00 %

Round Tokens Amount Token Price (USD)

Private Sale Round 1 (Angels) 4 300 000 0,1

Private Sale Round 2 (VC) 3 700 000 0,15

$FNR Public Sale
Public sale will be conducted as three individual rounds 
accompanying corresponding project development phases. It will be 
executed as follows:

Total Tokens amount  —  30 000 000

Supply share  —  30,00 %

Round Tokens Amount Token Price (USD)

Public Presale 5 000 000 0,2

Public Round 1 10 000 000 0,25

Public Round 2 15 000 000 0,27

$FNR Staking
Staking allows users to allocate their tokens to a smart contract in 
order to easily obtain additional tokens. The longer a user maintains 
their tokens in a predetermined staking smart contract, the bigger 
their returns will be. Funrise will offer an exclusive liquidity mining 
program to its participants.

Once your $FNR tokens are safely stored in your wallet, you can 
seamlessly lock them in one of Funrise’s high APR staking smart 
contracts and start generating passive income.
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$FNR Early Staking Event

Funrise will offer a simple yet high-interest yield to the Early Staking 
Event participants locking their $FNR tokens in the single staking 
pool. The program will be available for Public Presale and Public 
Round 1 investors. This program will last for six months after the Public 
Presale and will be conducted as follows:

● Principal tokens are locked until the end of the Event

● Tokens can be added anytime during the event

● Personal user staking amounts are unlimited

● Rewards are distributed among the stakers proportionally

● Rewards are available for withdrawal any time

*APR and ROI in the table represent the edge-case when 100% of 
participants of a public sale stake 100% of their tokens. The fewer 
people will participate in the program the higher the APR and ROI is 
and vice versa.

$FNR Long-Term Staking 

After the Early Staking Event ends Funrise will gradually introduce 
more rewards programs utilizing the community pool treasury - such 
as LP yield farming options and other incentives.

Rewards pool 1 000 000  $FNR

Event duration 6 months, starting at launch

Annual percentage rate (APR)* 126.3%

6-months ROI* 63.16%
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NFT Staking rewards

Funrise stands out from all other NFT platforms. One of the features 
that will distinguish us from other market bulls is NFT Staking - In 
collaboration with many of the hottest celebrities, creators, musicians, 
and designers, Funrise intends on offering its users the opportunity to 
stake their $FNR tokens to win special collection NFTs. 

This novel staking feature will allow you to easily stake your $FNR 
tokens in a smart contract and in return gain limited-edition NFTs 
created by Funrise X CELEBRITY to help both creators and collectors 
live a unique experience. Users can expect to start staking $FNR, 
earning NFTs, and selling them as soon as the Funrise platform is fully 
deployed.
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4. Funrise Marketplace
Funrise Marketplace offers users a simple, fully transparent and secure 
way to create and trade their crypto assets.

An asset may be either a single ERC-721 / ERC-1155 token or a bundle 
of them put together.

Various listing types are supported: 

● Fixed Price, off-chain: sell a minted asset at a fixed price.

● Fixed Price, off-chain, lazy minting: sell a not yet minted asset at 
a fixed price.

● Fixed Price, on-chain: list and sell a minted asset at a fixed price.

● Fixed Price, on-chain, lazy minting: list and sell a not yet minted 
asset at a fixed price.

● Auction: list an asset with predetermined starting and reserve 
prices.

● Auction, lazy minting: list a not yet minted asset with 
predetermined starting and reserve prices.

● Virtual Auction, lazy ownership: make a bid on a not yet minted 
asset with an unconfirmed owner.

EIP-2981 royalties may be set by a user for the newly created tokens.

Lazy Minting feature makes it possible to defer the cost of minting an 
NFT until the moment it is sold to its first buyer, the gas fees required 
for minting are rolled onto the buyer as well - which means the NFT 
creator never has to pay them.

Whitelisted ERC-20 tokens with configurable exchange paths are 
used as payment and target currencies.

All transactions on behalf of a user are signed by the platform account 
and executed through the multisig smart wallet that is created for 
every user. 

Users are free to add regular externally owned accounts (EOA) to the 
smart contract wallet in order to take full manual control over their 
assets. If a transaction is signed by the platform, the gas fee is 
subtracted from the platform's gas tank balance.
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5. Roadmap

Q2-4 2021

● Team formation 

● Legal structure 

● Private round 
Investments

● Product 
documentation 

● Product 
development

Q1 2022

● Private round 
investments 

● MVP release 

● TikTok & 
Instagram 
integration

● Fiat gate 
integration

Q2 2022

● IDO (Public Sale)

● Beta release

● Influencers 
onboarding

● Early Staking

● DEX Listing

Q3 2022

● FNR Integration

● Web3 Wallets 
support

● Virtual Auctions

● Additional 
content sources

● More staking 
options

Q4  2022 and Beyond

● Investment Cards

● Fame Cards

● Hype Index

● NFT Bridging 

● Side-chains 
support 

● Funrise DAO

● Gamification

● CEX Listings
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Alex Larionov
СТО

More than 15 years of 
leadership experience in 
complex IT system 
development.

6. Team

Alina Mityushova
Co-Founder, CMO

12 years of working in BTL 
& ATL marketing, 
developing solutions for 
international brands. 

Yosi Megrel
Advisor

Crypto entrepreneur with 
more than 12 years of 
experience in FinTech, 
trading, and building 
complex financial services. 

Den Tolmor
Advisor

Oscar and Emmy 
nominee producer and 
scriptwriter. 

Dmitriy Ashman
Founder

Entrepreneur, music 
producer. Co-founder and 
head producer of 
Zeppelin Production.

Tamaz Murguliya
UX Director

Founder and Lead UX at 
UXTM, over 18 years of 
UX&UI experience.

Guy Shavit
Community Manager

Crypto-enthusiast, 10+ 
years of disruptive 
blockchain experience.

Dmitry Khodyko
Co-Founder, Token 
economist

PhD in Economics, MA in 
International Finance. 
Experience in crypto 
economic analysis and 
modeling since 2018.

Georgi Prelovski
Lead  Social Media 
Designer

Worked in several fintech 
startups, 5 years in crypto 
marketing,

Leon-Ardo Salamatin
Head of SMM

7 years in digital 
marketing. Developing 
digital marketing solutions 
and brand creation for 
fintech and startups.

“An excellent vision gathers excellent people“

The team behind Funrise come from world-renowned entertainment 
and tech companies that are currently all very active in the 
ever-evolving NFT industry. They have extensive backgrounds in both 
conventional and digital content creation and marketing, and also 
boast a combined experience of over 30 years in blockchain tech. 
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7. Summary

Funrise strives to take the 
social content economy to 
the next level, we strongly 
believe that all our users - be 
they creators, collectors, 
traders or business entities 
will truly gain from using our 
services.

Quickly turn any social media post into 
a unique digital file (NFT) and 
determine its rarity by choosing how 
many copies of this file will be created. 
The NFT creation (minting) process 
itself is free of charge, almost any social 
media post can be easily turned into 
limited-edition collectibles that can 
later be traded freely using our 
in-house Funrise NFT exchange or via 
any third party platform.

The original creator chooses 
the commission percentage 
(royalties) he or she will gain 
from all future resales of 
their creation for ever - thus 
sorting the massive 
copyright, costly 
middlemen and royalty 
payment issues artists from 
around the globe have been 
suffering from for decades.

Funrise sets a new industry standard 
when it comes to ease of onboarding 
and taking first steps into the 
magnificent world of NFTs, we take 
great pride in our intuitive platform 
interface and NFT minting process. In 
order to gain mass adoption we made 
sure to develop our platform so that it 
is simple and intuitive enough that 
literally anyone, especially zero crypto 
knowledge users, will feel safe and 
easily know their way around.

Funrise utilizes the 
immense power of Polygon 
blockchain, guaranteeing 
ultra low energy 
consumption, drastically 
reducing the carbon 
footprint emitted usually 
when minting an NFT. The 
metaverse is truly awesome 
- but so is our planet earth!
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We thank our friends and 
co-workers for assistance 
in conceptualizing, 
supporting and believing 
in us, so we could all 
together bring this 
decentralized art 
community dream to life.

Join Us Today!

https://funrise.io/

